We describe an implemented generator for a spoken dialogue system that follows the 'overgeneration and ranking' approach. We find that overgeneration based on bottom-up chart generation is wellsuited to a) model phenomena such as alignment and variation in dialogue, and b) address robustness issues in the face of imperfect generation input. We report evaluation results of a first user study involving 20 subjects.
Introduction
Overgeneration and ranking approaches have become increasingly popular in recent years (Langkilde, 2002; Varges, 2002) . However, most work on generation for practical dialogue systems makes use of generation components that work toward a single output, often using simple templates. In the following, we first describe our dialogue system and then turn to the generator which is based on the overgeneration and ranking paradigm. We outline the results of a user study, followed by a discussion section.
The dialogue system: Dialogue processing starts with the output of a speech recognizer (Nuance) which is analyzed by both a statistical dependency parser and a topic classifier. Parse trees and topic labels are matched by the 'dialogue move scripts' of the dialogue manager (DM) (Mirkovic and Cavedon, 2005) . The dialogue system is fully implemented and has been used in restaurant selection and MP3 player tasks (Weng et al., 2004 ). There are 41 taskindependent, generic dialogue rules, 52 restaurant selection rules and 89 MP3 player rules. Query constraints are built by dialogue move scripts if the parse tree matches input patterns specified in the scripts. For example, a request "I want to find an inexpensive Japanese restaurant that takes reservations" results in constraints such as restaurant:Cuisine = restaurant:japanese and restaurant:PriceLevel = 0-10. If the database query constructed from these constraints returns no results, various constraint modification strategies such as constraint relaxation or removal can be employed. For example, 'Japanese food' can be relaxed to 'Asian food' since cuisine types are hierarchically organized. Table 1 shows some example outputs of the system. The wording of the realizations is informed by a wizard-of-oz data collection. The task of the generator is to produce these verbalizations given dialogue strategy, constraints and further discourse context, i.e. the input to the generator is non-linguistic. We perform mild overgeneration of candidate moves, followed by ranking. The highest-ranked candidate is selected for output.
Overgeneration for spoken dialogue

Chart generation
We follow a bottom-up chart generation approach (Kay, 1996) for production systems similar to (Varges, 2005) . The rule-based core of the generator is a set of productions written in a production system. Productions map individual database constraints to phrases such as "open for lunch", "within 3 miles", "a formal dress code", and recursively combine them into NPs. This includes the use of coordination to produce "restaurants with a 5-star rating and a formal dress code", for example. The NPs are integrated into sentence templates, several of which can be combined 'variation' below) . Both input constraints and chart edges are indexed by turn numbers to avoid confusing edges of different turns.
We currently use 102 productions overall in the restaurant and MP3 domains, 38 of them to generate NPs that realize 19 input constraints.
Ranking: alignment & variation
Alignment Alignment is a key to successful natural language dialogue (Brockmann et al., 2005) . We perform alignment of system utterances with user utterances by computing an ngram-based overlap score. For example, a user utterance "I want to find a Chinese restaurant" is presented by the bag-of-words {'I', 'want', 'to', 'find', ...} and the bag-of-bigrams {'I want', 'want to', 'to find', ...}. We compute the overlap with candidate system utterances represented in the same way and combine the unigram and bigram match scores. Words are lemmatized and proper nouns of example items removed from the utterances.
Alignment allows us to prefer "restaurants that serve Chinese food" over "Chinese restaurants" if the user used a wording more similar to the first. The Gricean Maxim of Brevity, applied to NLG in (Dale and Reiter, 1995) , suggests a preference for the second, shorter realization. However, if the user thought it necessary to use "serves", maybe to correct an earlier mislabeling by the classifier/parse-matching patterns, then the system should make it clear that it understood the user correctly by using those same words. On the other hand, a general preference for brevity is desirable in spoken dialogue systems: users are generally not willing to listen to lengthy synthesized speech.
Variation
We use a variation score to 'cycle' over sentence-level paraphrases. Alternative candidates for realizing a certain input move are given a unique alternation ('alt') number in increasing order. For example, for the simple move continuation query we may assign the following alt values: "Do you want more?" (alt=1) and "Do you want me to continue?" (alt=2). The system cycles over these alternatives in turn. Once we reach alt=2, it starts over from alt=1. The actual alt 'score' is inversely related to recency and normalized to [0...1].
Score combination
The final candidate score is a linear combination of alignment and variation scores:
where λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ {0...1}. A high value of λ 1 places more emphasis on alignment, a low value yields candidates that are more different from previously chosen ones. In our experience, alignment should be given a higher weight than variation, and, within alignment, bigrams should be weighted higher than unigrams, i.e. λ 1 > 0.5 and λ 2 < 0.5. Deriving weights empirically from corpus data is an avenue for future research.
User study
Each of 20 subjects in a restaurant selection task was given 9 scenario descriptions involving 3 constraints. We use a back-end database of 2500 restaurants containing the 13 attributes/constraints for each restaurant.
On average, the generator produced 16 output candidates for inputs of two constraints, 160 candidates for typical inputs of 3 constraints and 320 candidates for 4 constraints. For larger constraint sets, we currently reduce the level of overgeneration but in the future intend to interleave overgeneration with ranking similar to (Varges, 2002) .
Task completion in the experiments was high: the subjects met all target constraints in 170 out of 180 tasks, i.e. completion rate was 94.44%. To the question "The responses of the system were appropriate, helpful, and clear." (on a scale where 1 = 'strongly agree', 5 = 'strongly disagree'), the subjects gave the following ratings: 1: 7, 2: 9, 3: 2, 4: 2 and 5: 0, i.e. the mean user rating is 1.95.
Discussion & Conclusions
Where NLG affects the dialogue system: Discourse entities introduced by NLG add items to the system's salience list as an equal partner to NLU.
Robustness: due to imperfect ASR and NLU, we relax completeness requirements when doing overgeneration, and reason about the generation input by adding defaults for missing constraints, checking ranges of attribute values etc. Moreover, we use a template generator as a fall-back if NLG fails to at least give some feedback to the user (s6 in table 1).
What-to-say vs how-to-say-it: the classic separation of NLG into separate modules also holds in our dialogue system, albeit with some modifications: 'content determination' is ultimately performed by the user and the constraint optimizer. The presentation dialogue moves do microplanning, for example by deciding to present retrieved database items either as examples (s4 in table 1) or as part of a larger answer list of items. The chart generator performs realization.
In sum, flexible and expressive NLG is crucial for the robustness of the entire speech-based dialogue system by verbalizing what the system understood and what actions it performed as a consequence of this understanding. We find that overgeneration and ranking techniques allow us to model alignment and variation even in situations where no corpus data is available by using the discourse history as a 'corpus'.
